Theme Restaurants

...Evocative design that is narrative and transports you to another time and place, is how David
Rockwell, famed designer of Planet Hollywood and myriad popular theme restaurants,
describes this irrepressible phenomenon in restaurant design today.Theme Restaurants is
visually entertaining--packed with vivid photographs, detailed floor plans, and retail and
merchandising programs that explore the strategies behind such successful hot spots as the
Official All Star Cafe, Dive!, Motown Cafe, Cheesecake Factory, and Rainforest Cafe.
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A list of the best theme restaurant chains. Tired of the same old place to eat? Are you looking
for dining with a little more excitement? Try browsing through our l Its no secret that we here
at Atlas Obscura enjoy a good theme restaurant. Whether its a place where your dinner is
served by ninjas or you eat Tokyos theme restaurants. Tokyo won more Michelin stars than
Paris in the latest fine dining guide, but for a quirkier taste of the city Chris One of the newest
theme restaurants in Taipei, this one caters to an adorable stuffed bear named Rilakkuma. His
little face dons framed photos Answer 1 of 6: Back in New York, i used to love taking the
family to restaurants such as Jekyll and Hyde and the Mars restaurant. I was thinking of taking
my Taipei has made its mark on the culinary map with its penchant for bizarrely themed
restaurants. Photographs by Dan Chung. Always looking for a great dining experience? Weve
rounded up a couple of awesome theme-based restaurants in town known for their Do
beautiful and unique places tickle your fancy? Youll have to admit that a restaurant with an
intriguing theme appeals to you more than an The popularity of theme restaurants has
skyrocketed in recent years because of the parallel growth of the market for items of nostalgia.
As fast food restaurants In the market for some serious escapism? Were here for you, with
our round-up of the best themed restaurants in town, with Bombay cafes and Some
well-known theme restaurants. Dolly Partons Dixie Stampede:American Patriotic. Ed
Debevics: 50s Diner. Johnny Rockets: 50s Diner. Hard Rock Cafe: Rock music. Jekyll &
Hyde Club: Victorian English Horror. Medieval Times: Medieval. Planet Hollywood: Movie
stars. Rainforest Cafe: Jungle Rainforest.
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